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Spelling
Write the missing letters in the underlined words. (1 point).
1. Driving carelessly on the road is very d_ng_ro_s.
2. Laughter is the best m_dic_ne for your health. ·
3. There is a noticeable disc__ nt in this store; you can buy the products cheaper.
4. When you are successful, you are happy a.nd s_ti_fied with your life.

Vocabulary

.

A: Fill in the blanks with the given words. (One word is extra) (1.5 points)
[ decrease-respect-appreciate-diversities-moral-souvenirs-social )
5. We should _ _ _ other people's beliefs in the society.
6. There was a _ _ _ in the number of people living in the village.
7. India is a land of the greatest _ _ _ and infinite varieties.
8. A person should _ _ _ receiving useful suggestions.
9. I brought back a few handicrafts for you as _ _ _ _ from my home town.
10. Don't make _ _ _ _ judgement about what you don't exactly know.

B: Fill in the blanks with suitable words of your own. (1.5 points)
11.They _ _ useful information in the discussion and both of them were pleased.
12. I returned my ___ country after being abroad for many years.
13.The police man is searching for the ___ of that man.
14.The synonym of "well know" is _ __
15.Eating vegetables is an important part of a healthy _ __
16.The art of beautiful writing is called _ __

C: Choose the correct choices. (1 point)
17. No _ _ how hard I try, I can't open the door.
1) matter
2) imagine
3) need
4) surprise
18. We sometimes ___ long and hard but we can't find answer to the problem.
2) experience
3) exercise
4) seek
1) quit
19. The house is really small and is not absolutely _ _ _ _ for a large family.
1) suitable
2) available
3)valuable
4) possible
20. He had time to _ _ _ on his successes and failures.

1) pack

2} reflect

3) recognize

4) pack

Grammar
A: Choose the best choices. (1 point)
21.lnrecent years ............ of scientists from our all over the world have taken part in the project.
1) thousand
2) many thousand 3) several thousand 4) thousands
22. He never stops thinking and he never says anything .............. .
1) Interest
2) interesting
3) interested
4) interests
23 .............. English fluently is one of my goals ..
1) speak
2) speaking
3) having speak 4) to speak
24. He talks so much without ........... .
1) to stop
2) stopped
3) st.?e.~. ..
4) stopping .

B: Write the correct form of the verbs in parentheses. (lpoint)
25. My father tries .......... the phone numbers. (not forget)
26. How many times a week ......... you ............... English so far? (have)
27. He became very excited ............ his elder brother after 20 years. (see)
28. If I ........... enough money next year, I ...... a new car. (earn-buy)

C:Purtlie given words-in-a-good-ord-er-to-bave--a-meanfngfill-se-n-tertce-.-(1.polnt)---~
29. what- you~ buy- if- win - will -you - a lot of- save - money - ?
it - given -yet - he.

30. hasn't'-- back -

Cloze test
Read the paragraph and fill in the blanks with the suitable given words. (2.5 points)
In ancient times art was ....... 31.. .... to express many things. These things were important in man's life.
Sometimes people drew ....... 32 ...... of the animals that ...... 33 ...... their food. Sometimes they made designs to
express their ...... 34 ..... .
31.
1) saved
2) used
3) kept
4) built
32.
1) lines
2) pictures
3) maps
4) rules
33.
1) provided
2) quitted
3) influenced
4) filled
34.
1) importance
2) reasons
3) customs
4) items
We had examples of man's ... 35 ...... in flying in the past. First, man made use of the fact that hot air rises to make a light
balloon ...... 36 ..... people up a short distance. Then gas lighter than air were used. But they had to go wherever the wind
blew them, So that one never knew where they would come down. Later, gas engine was invented and this difficulty
could be overcome. Great .. .37 ... was made in knowledge about flying as a result of ...... 38 .... of the war, So that between
1918-1939 there was an unusual ... 39 ....... of planes which increased greatly in size, strength, speed and safety.
Nowadays they are the most important means of ...40 ..... and instruments of war.
4) interest
35.
1) interesting
2) interested
3) to interest
4) increase
36.
1) carry
2) consider
3) imagine
4) condition
37.
1) measure
2) progress
3) step
4) activities
38.
1) needs
2) risks
3) missions
4) developed
39.
1) develop
2) developing
3) development
4) transported
40.
1) transport
2) to transport
3) transportation

Reading comprehension
Read the paragraph and choose the best choices. (1 point)
Language is used in different ways; formally, in business and in academic work and informally, among family
members and friends. People when speak and write a language arrive at acceptable ways of using words and
combining them within sentences, they develop a standard usage in grammar, spelling, punctuation, and
meaning. Nonstandard usage confuses people. Therefore, good writing is, first of all correct writing; it follows
standard usage in grammar. Grammar is the study of words and the way they are combined in sentences.
Musicians work with notes, painters with colors, and writers with words. Words are the substance of
compositions, the arrangement of which makes the form of composition.
41. Standard usage refers to .......

1)
2)
3)
4)

correct ways of using formal languages.
rules of language accepted by those who use it.
the kind of usage which is non standard.
the use of language which is not confusing.

42. We can understand from the passage that ......... .

1)
2)
3)
4)

formal and informal languages may be the same.
language is used at different levels.
nonstandard usage is not correct.
words are more important in writing than speaking.

43. The arrangement of words in composition makes .......... .
1) Careful writing possible.
2) the form of writing.
3) the grammar of language.
4) standard usage necessary.
44. The best title of this passage would be:
1) "Formal and Informal Writing"
2) "Good Writing is Correct Writing''3) "Grammar Rules and Writing"
4) "Standard and Nonstandard Writing"

Read the following text and answer the next questions. (0.5 point)
Speaking in a foreign language is what most people want. Every year many people start learning one. Some
people try at home with books and tapes.
Some use the radio or TV programs; thousands go to evening classes. If they use the language only 2 or 3
times a week, it will take some time to learn a language, like language learning at school. Some people try to
learn a language fast by studying for 6 hours or more a day. Some travel to the country where the language is
spoken to learn it. However, most people do not have enough money to go abroad, some people need the
language to their work better, For example, students, doctors, and scientists need to read foreign books and
reports. Others need it for some other purposes.
Whether a language is learnt quickly or slowly, it is a hard work. Laboratories and good books and tapes will
help, but nothing can be as effective as a good teacher.
45. Language learning at school ........ ?
1) almost take a long time
2) does not prepare children for life
3} is the quickest way to learn a language
4) is harder than language learning at home
46. We understand from the text that learning a language by ........ is the most effective way.
1) the use of lab and tapes
2) the help of a good teacher
3} travelling to other countries
4) good books and reports

Good luck
Total score: 12

Spelling
Write the missing letters in the underlined words. (1 point).
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1. d_ng_ro_s

2. m_dic_ne

3. disc__ nt

Vocabulary

A: Fill in the blanks with the given words. (One word is extra) (1.5 points)
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B: Fill in the blanks with suitable words of your own. (1.5 points)
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C: Choose the correct choices. (1 point)
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Grammar
A: Choose the best choices. (1 point)
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B: Write the correct form of the verbs in parentheses. (1 point )
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C: Put the given words in a good order to have a meaningful sentenfe. (lpoint)
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Cloze test
Read the paragraph and fill in the blanks with the suitable given words.(2.5
points}
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Reading comprehension
Read the paragraph and choose the best choices. {lpoint}

41. .....(l_......

42 . ... ~ .........

a. . . . .

43 .....
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Read the following text and answer the next questions. {0.5 point}

45 ............... ~ ................... .

Good Luck
Total score : 12
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